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Abstract. The statistical parsing of morphologically rich languages is
hindered by the inability of parsers to collect solid statistics because of
the large number of word types in such languages. There are however two
separate but connected problems, reducing data sparsity of known words
and handling rare and unknown words. Methods for tackling one problem
may inadvertently negatively impact methods to handle the other. We
perform a tightly controlled set of experiments to reduce data sparsity
through class-based representations in combination with unknown word
signatures with two PCFG-LA parsers that handle rare and unknown
words diﬀerently on the German TiGer treebank. We demonstrate that
methods that have improved results for other languages do not transfer
directly to German, and that we can obtain better results using a simplistic model rather than a more generalized model for rare and unknown
word handling.

1

Introduction

Parsing morphologically rich languages (MRLs) has proven to be a challenge
for statistical constituent parsing. The relative success for English has not been
achieved on other languages, particularly MRLs as the computational methods
and algorithms that yield good results are not directly transferable to other
languages, which have been shown to be intrinsically harder to parse (Nivre
et al. 2007). This can be attributed to the various linguistic properties these
languages possess (e.g. freer word order), which present diﬃculties for capturing
their more complex syntactic behaviors. Such properties are attributed to a
higher degree of inﬂectional morphology, resulting in increased data sparsity
from a substantial proportion of word types occurring rarely in a text (Tsarfaty
et al. 2010).
German contains characteristics of more rigid word order languages like
English, such as verb placement, but also possesses many phenomena that are
present in MRLs, such as generally freer word order, resulting in being coined
as a morphologically rich-less conﬁgurational language (MR&LC), a position
between conﬁgurational and non-conﬁgurational languages (Fraser et al. 2013).
The language also possesses problematic phenomena for NLP, such as case syncreticsm, which require information between morphology and syntax to more
accurately disambiguate constituents.
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In order to improve statistical parsing in general, but especially for MRLs,
two problems must be addressed: the need to reduce data sparsity and the treatment of unknown words. Many tools, such as POS taggers and parsers, have
sophisticated internal mechanisms to handle unknown words and by default
often perform better than simplistic probability models. However, the weakness
of sophisticated models is they can over-generalize, biasing themselves against
the very words for which they are trying to compensate. A simplistic unknown
word handling model, which is not aﬀected in this way, can beneﬁt greatly from
both the reduction of data sparsity and simplistic treatment of unknown words,
surpassing results from more sophisticated models. We examine two separate but
connected problems, the interaction between parser-internal probability models
for handling unknown and rare words and performance, while also simultaneously reducing data sparsity issues using Brown clustering and word signatures
for rare and unknown words.
The paper is structured as follows. We discuss previous literature in Sect. 2
followed by our experimental methodology in Sect. 3. Results and discussion are
presented in Sects. 4 and 5 respectively, before concluding in Sect. 6.

2
2.1

Related Work
Handling Rare and Unknown Words

Handling rare and unknown words are two separate but equal components that
are intrinsic to many NLP applications such as lemmatizers, POS taggers, and
parsers. The task becomes more diﬃcult when processing MRLs, due to the
exponential increase of word forms as they have higher ratios of word forms to
lemmas (Tsarfaty et al. 2010). The chosen methodology however has diﬀerent
practical applications for diﬀerent NLP tasks. A POS tagger may only need to
be concerned with the lexical level within a trigram, whereas a parser may be
concerned with an unlexicalized trigram and the constraints of its own grammar.
Thus the probability models and goals of the tools are not the same, and an
eﬀective method used for one task may not be ideal for another.
A reasonable treatment of rare words that occur below a given threshold
is to handle them identically to unknown words due to the inability to obtain
reliable distributional statistics. The most simple approach is to reserve a proportion of the probability mass, assigning each word equal weight and mapping
them to an UNK symbol. This simple lexicon is universal in its application,
but suﬀers from an oversimpliﬁcation of the problem, and its inability to make
more informed decisions. Speciﬁcally, each unknown word will be given equal
weight when intuitively we know that certain words are more likely to occur in a
sequence. These probabilities are obtained from a training set with the majority
tag becoming the default (see Attia et al. (2010) for a comprehensive parsing
example), which, strictly speaking, determines the the tool’s performance on any
subsequent application.
More sophisticated approaches try to allow for generalization while taking
into account that not all words are equally likely. The PCFG-LA Berkeley parser
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(Petrov and Klein 2007a,b) uses rare words to estimate unknown words by
obtaining statistics on the rare words with latent tags and uses linear smoothing to redistribute the emission probabilities across the rare words (Huang and
Harper 2009, 2011). Although this allows for good generalizations in a PCFG-LA
setting, this has been shown to cause rare words to suﬀer more from over-ﬁtting
than frequent words (Huang and Harper 2009) and to not eﬀectively handle outof-vocabulary (OOV) words as it can only generate probabilities of words seen
in the training data (Huang et al. 2013). The parser also has what is referenced
as a sophisticated model, which uses a more linguistically informed approach to
handle OOV words by exploiting word formation characteristics, such as aﬃxes
and capitalization, but its approach has been shown to be biased towards an
English lexicon (Hall et al. 2014). The development of language speciﬁc signatures can considerably improve performance (Huang and Harper 2009; Attia
et al. 2010), but is often ignored in practice.
2.2

Word Clustering

A by-product of a more robust morphological system in a language is an increase
in word forms, resulting in an increase of data sparsity. Various forms of clustering have been utilized to reduce sparsity issues and increase class-based representations to improve performance through better probability emissions.
Brown clustering (Brown et al. 1992) is a unsupervised hard clustering algorithm that obtains a pre-speciﬁed number of clusters (C ). The algorithm assigns
the C most frequent tokens to their own cluster. The C +1 most frequent token is
assigned to one of the pre-speciﬁed C clusters by creating a new cluster and merging the C +1 cluster with the cluster that minimizes the loss in likelihood of the
corpus based on a bigram model determined from the clusters. This is repeated
for every each (C+N )th individual word types within the corpus, resulting in a
binary hierarchical structure with each cluster encoded with a bit string. Words
can be replaced by their bit string, thus choosing a short bitstring can drastically reduce the number of words in a corpus, allowing for a ﬂexible granularity
between POS tags and words. The distributional nature of the algorithm lends
itself to the problem of clustering words that behave similarly syntactically by
grouping words based on their most likely distribution, adding a semantic nuance
to the clustering.
On what linguistic information: words, lemmas, or inﬂected forms; to perform clustering for MRLs is not obvious. Various linguistic information on which
Brown clustering has been performed has yielded diﬀerent results for diﬀerent
languages. This is further compounded by how cluster information can be incorporated into diﬀerent parsers and the impact this has on each parser’s performance.
Koo et al. (2008) demonstrated that cluster-based features for both English
and Czech outperformed their respective baselines for dependency parsing.
Ghayoomi (2012) and Ghayoomi et al. (2014) created clusters using word and
POS information to resolve homograph issues in Persian and Bulgarian respectively, signiﬁcantly improving results for lexicalized word-based parsing.
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Candito and Crabbé (2009) clustered on desinflected words, removing unnecessary inﬂection markers using an external lexicon, subsequently combining this
form with additional features. This improved results for unlexicalzed PCFGLA parsing for both medium and higher frequency words (Candito and Seddah
2010), but was comparable to clustering the lemma with its predicted POS tag.
In contrast to Candito et al. (2010) who did not achieve substantial improvements for French dependency parsing using clusters, Goenaga et al. (2014) created varying granularities of clusters using words (for Swedish) and lemmas plus
morphological information (for Basque) to obtain noticeable improvements for
dependency parsing. Versley (2014) noted that cluster-based features improved
discontinuous constituent parsing results for German considerably, but results
are inﬂuenced by cluster granularities.

3
3.1

Methodology
Clustering Data

The data used for generating Brown clustering is a German Wikipedia dump
consisting of approximately 175 million words (Versley and Panchenko 2012).
The data includes POS and morphological information representative of the
annotation schemas of TiGer. A single sequence of POS tags and morphological
features was assigned using the MATE toolchain (Björkelund et al. 2010) with a
model trained using cross-validation on the training set via a 10-fold jackkniﬁng
method assigning information regarding lemmas, POS tags, and morphology.
We added the TiGer corpus into the Wikipedia data and retained punctuation,
which may provide contextual clues for certain words for clustering purposes.
We clustered on raw words, lemmas, and a combination of lemma and part of
speech tags (lemma POS) to obtain 1000 clusters for tokens occurring with a
minimum frequency of 100.
3.2

Methods

For training and development, the TiGer syntactic treebank 2.2 (Brants et al.
2004) was utilized, speciﬁcally the 5k train and dev set from the SPMRL 2014
shared task data version (Seddah et al. 2014). Importantly, punctuation and
other unattached elements are attached to the tree following Maier et al. (2012),
resolving crossing-branches (for a full description of the data preprocessing, see
Seddah et al. (2013b)).
Parsing experiments were performed using the Berkeley parser (Petrov and
Klein 2007a,b) and the Lorg parser (Attia et al. 2010) which is a reimplementation of the Berkeley parser. The parsers learn latent annotations and probabilities
(Matsuzaki et al. 2005; Petrov et al. 2006) in a series of split/merge cycles that
evaluate the impact of these new annotations and merge back those deemed
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least useful, performing smoothing after each cycle, while calculating the EM
after each step.1
The Lorg parser uses a simple lexicon unless a speciﬁc language signature
ﬁle is speciﬁed.2 In principle this is equivalent to the Berkeley setting of simple
lexicon option, a point that will be further investigated in Sect. 4. The default
unknown threshold for Lorg is ﬁve while the default rare word threshold for
Berkeley it is 20. We experimented with German signatures for German unknown
words and clusters to test the impact on results.
3.3

Evaluation

The SPMRL 2013 shared task scorer (Seddah et al. 2013b) was used for evaluation to report F-scores and POS accuracy. This script is a reimplementation
of EVALB (Sekine and Collins 1997), but allows for additional options, such as
completely penalizing unparsed sentences, which we include. We do not score
grammatical functions and remove virtual roots with a parameter ﬁle, but do
score for punctuation. We report results for both providing the parser with gold
POS tags and parser-internal tagging on the development set3 reporting the average over four grammars using four diﬀerent random seeds (1, 2, 3, 4) as Petrov
(2010) noted that EM training within a PCFG-LA framework is susceptible to
signiﬁcant performance diﬀerences.

4

Results

4.1

Rare and Unknown Word Thresholds

Figures 1a to c show results for diﬀerent settings of the unknown threshold for
Lorg and the rare word threshold for Berkeley. The inﬂuence of the unknown
threshold on Lorg’s performance is negligible when the parser is given tags, but
is signiﬁcant for parser-internal tagging, with performance dropping by around
10% absolute. This is expected considering how easily inﬂuenced the simplex
lexicon is by word frequencies. The small data sets may have an impact, but
preliminary experiments with the full data sets show a similar trend, but less
pronounced. The impact the rare word threshold have on Berkeley (see Fig. 1b)
using the sophisticated lexicon however is not as pronounced for both gold tags
and parser-internal tagging. The internal smoothing algorithm seemingly allows
it to be less inﬂuenced by a change in its rare word thresholds, even with a small
data set, as more words are simply subsumed, keeping the grammar rather intact.
1

2
3

We trained without grammatical functions, due to the time it took in preliminary
experiments to parse TiGer with grammatical functions, and use a split/merge cycle
of 5.
This currently only exists for English, French, and Arabic.
The test set is left for ﬁnal evaluation after further experimentation, although we
note that the TiGer test set has been shown to be substantially harder to parse than
the dev set (see Maier et al. 2014).
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It is worth nothing however that the optimal setting is around 5 and not the
default setting of 20. In order to examine the impact smoothing has on Berkeley,
we performed experiments using the parser’s simple lexicon option, presented
in Fig. 1c, which is said to be the same as Lorg’s simple lexicon model. These
results stand in contrast to not only the results with the Berkeley’s sophisticated lexicon smoothing of rare words, but the simple lexicon model of Lorg.
Although the curves in Figs. 1b and c are similar, the actual performance is
better using Berkeley’s sophisticated lexicon approach, but these results can be
partially attributed to the number of unparsed sentences (in the 100 s in some
cases) for which the parser is penalized, as it is unable to ﬁnd rules within its
grammars for the given inputs. There is a substantial increase in F-score from a
threshold of 1 to 5, but minimal increases there afterwards, with the best performance at a threshold of 15. The stark diﬀerences between the simple lexicon
model implemented by Berkeley and Lorg suggests that there are undocumented
implementation diﬀerences which are not strictly identical.
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Fig. 1. Rare and unknown word thresholds

In order to examine on what linguistic representations Brown clustering can
be performed that has yielded improvements for other languages, we perform
experiments on German by replacing all terminals with their POS tags, their
lemmas, and lemmas and pos information, with results presented in Table 1.
Only results for the best performing unknown threshold (UNK TH.) for each
parser is given, as well as for the lexicon reduction (Lex. Red.). Lexicon reduction
is deﬁned as the proportional decrease in the vocabulary size of the word types
from the original Tiger dev set to the dev set replaced with clusters and UNK
types.
For both lemmas and lemma POS, all terminals with the following tags were
replaced with their tags respectively: CARD, FM, and XY. Punctuation was
left in its original form. When replacing terminals with POS tags, there is a
drop in the F-score between gold tags and parser-internal tag of between 4–6%
absolute for Lorg while this drops to between 1–2.5% for Berkeley. Every Lorg
with gold tags outperforms its Berkeley counterpart, which is noteworthy given
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Table 1. Results for orig, lemma, POS, and lemma pos blue = gold POS tags |
red = parser-internal tags
Parser

Terminal type Parsed UNK TH. F-score POS Acc. Lex. Red.

Lorg

orig
orig
POS
POS
lemma
lemma
lemma pos
lemma pos

tokens
tagged
tokens
tagged
tokens
tagged
tokens
tagged

1
5
15
15
1
5
1
5

71.80
77.94
74.64
74.65
71.54
77.25
73.15
77.30

90.81
99.54
99.54
99.54
90.87
99.53
93.70
99.54

N/A
N/A
99.61
99.61
27.83
27.83
18.95
18.95

Berkeley orig
orig
POS
POS
lemma
lemma
lemma pos
lemma pos

tokens
tagged
tokens
tagged
tokens
tagged
tokens
tagged

5
5
15/20
15/20
5
5
10
10

75.10
76.69
74.20
74.17
73.56
75.91
75.21
76.01

94.04
99.87
98.89
99.92
92.89
99.83
95.97
99.93

N/A
N/A
99.61
99.61
27.83
27.83
18.95
18.95

that Lorg consistently has a higher number of unparsed sentences for which it is
penalized, while Berkeley outperforms Lorg for parser-internal tagging, except
for POS terminals. This suggests that the default handling of rare and unknown
words is inﬂuential on the parsers subsequent performance on any downstream
application without further enhancements, as Berkeley outperforms Lorg in its
base form. Furthermore, a threshold of 1 on Lorg consistently achieving the best
results should not be surprising as Attia et al. (2010) explicitly note that lower
thresholds for Lorg perform best, thus the default thresholds are not necessarily
ideal for a given language. This is supported by Seddah et al. (2013a), who noted
that a threshold of 1, or true unknown words, resulted in the best performance
for French out-of-domain parsing.
For Berkeley, the original treebank outperforms all other variations with gold
POS tags, but for Lorg, replacing the terminals with their POS actually achieves
the best performance for parser-internal tagging with lemma pos performing second best overall. The results regarding replacing POS tags conﬁrm the ﬁndings of
Benoı̂t and Candito (2008). Given that latent variables are obtained by splitting
a terminal into two categories, it would seem reasonable that variation in terminals is needed for better approximation of latent categories, as such diﬀerences
percolate up the tree. However, it is interesting to note that terminals consisting
of POS tags still outperform replacing terminals with lemmas for parser-internal
tagging. Replacing terminals with lemmas likely results in increased ambiguity
of the syntactic nature of terminals.
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4.2

Suﬃx Results

Not all words in the treebank have a cluster ID. In such cases, words can be
considered rare or even unknown, even though they may appear in both the
training and dev set, but are infrequent. In order to group infrequent words into
more generalized categories, each non-clustered word is replaced with a UNK
token, with various suﬃx lengths. Here a suﬃx is not inherently linguistically
oriented, but strictly character length. Table 2 shows the impact that various
suﬃx lengths of unknown words have on performance on Lorg.4 The experiment
raw +orig replaces terminals with cluster IDs and leaves the original terminal
untouched if no cluster can be found. For all other experiments, words with
no assignable cluster were changed to UNK suﬃxN where N is the length of
the suﬃx on the UNK token (e.g. UNK suﬃx2 for the word spielen “to play”
would be UNK en). The parser with gold POS tags shows little variation in
performance on the suﬃx length. For parser-internal tags, there is slightly more
variation but not substantial.
Table 2. Suﬃx length for UNK words for Lorg
Token type

Parsed UNK TH. F-score POS Acc. Lex. Red.

raw+orig

tokens

1

75.90

93.45

59.24

raw+orig

tagged

1

78.16

99.52

59.24

raw+unk suﬃx0 tokens

1

75.88

93.26

93.86

raw+unk suﬃx0 tagged

1

78.26

99.45

93.86

raw+unk suﬃx1 tokens

5

76.14

94.05

93.45

raw+unk suﬃx1 tagged

5

78.05

99.53

93.45

raw+unk suﬃx2 tokens

5

76.27

94.23

91.09

raw+unk suﬃx2 tagged 10

78.20

99.40

91.09

raw+unk suﬃx3 tokens

1

76.05

93.86

86.61

raw+unk suﬃx3 tagged

5

78.10

99.40

86.61

raw+unk suﬃx4 tokens

1

76.03

93.92

80.63

raw+unk suﬃx4 tagged

5

78.34

99.49

80.63

Although the best suﬃx length is not clear, we choose a suﬃx of length 2
for our additional experiments for three reasons: (1) it achieves the best results
on average for parser-internal tagging; (2) it adequately balances between lexicon reduction and additional information as the German alphabet consists of 30
letters,5 thus a suﬃx of length two will have at most 302 = 900 possible combinations where a suﬃx of length 4 will have 304 = 810000 possible combinations;
4
5

Experiments with Berkeley showed less variation.
We note that not all possible letter sequences are likely or plausible (e.g. ßß ).
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(3) a suﬃx of length 2 has more linguistic motivation as most inﬂectional morphology in German is identiﬁable within 2 characters thus categorization of
unknown words in terms of POS type is feasible, though not absolute.
4.3

Cluster and Signature Results

In order to examine the interaction between diﬀerent signatures, cluster-based
features, and lexicon reduction, we performed experiments with various additional modiﬁcations of unknown words as well as open and closed classes to
better understand the interaction between such treebank representations and
parsing models, presented in Tables 3 and 4. If a token had no corresponding
cluster it was replaced with a UNK representation with additional information
attached, with capitalization (C ) indicated on all tokens (clustered and UNK).
We also experimented with not replacing closed class words with their corresponding cluster ID, and instead leaving them in place (noCC ). Once again, we
see little diﬀerence in F-scores when providing the parser tags, but we see more
range with parser-internal tagging.
Table 3. Results for Lorg on raw words and lemma pos clusters
Token type

Parsed UNK TH. F-score POS Acc. Lex. Red.

Craw

tokens

1

76.47

94.22

93.38

Craw

tagged

5

78.34

99.52

93.38

raw suﬃx2

tokens

5

76.27

94.23

91.09

raw suﬃx2

tagged 10

78.10

99.40

91.09

Craw suﬃx2

tokens

1

76.50

94.57

89.98

Craw suﬃx2

tagged

1

78.17

99.40

89.98

raw noCC

tokens

1

76.00

93.68

92.73

raw noCC

tagged

1

78.10

99.54

92.73

Craw suﬃx2 noCC

tokens

1

76.57

94.93

88.86

Craw suﬃx2 noCC

tagged

5

78.20

99.54

88.86

Clemma pos

tokens

1

76.86

96.54

93.32

Clemma pos

tagged

1

77.44

99.51

93.32

lemma pos suﬃx2

tokens

1

76.78

96.69

91.63

lemma pos suﬃx2

tagged

1

77.67

99.52

91.63

Clemma pos suﬃx2

tokens

5

76.77

96.63

90.54

Clemma pos suﬃx2

tagged

5

77.46

99.54

90.54

lemma pos noCC

tokens

1

73.67

94.08

94.04

lemma pos noCC

tagged 10

77.48

99.53

94.04

Clemma pos suﬃx2 noCC tokens

1

76.08

95.61

90.53

Clemma pos suﬃx2 noCC tagged

5

77.45

99.53

90.53
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Results for Lorg indicate a distinct split. When noCC is not included,
lemma pos clusters obtain consistently higher performance, but when noCC is
included, raw words perform consistently better. One reason may be that there
is still too much ambiguity present with a lemma pos combination, particularly
with articles. However, we are still able to increase results for parser-internal
tagging by over 5% absolute and more than .3% with gold tags. It is worth noting that the best achieved score is using gold tags with a suﬃx of length 4 (see
Table 2) or simply marking capitalization on raw clusters and unknown words
(see Table 3).
Table 4. Results for Berkeley raw words and lemma pos clusters
Token type

Parsed UNK TH. F-score POS Acc. Lex. Red.

Craw

tokens

5

75.59

93.72

93.38

Craw

tagged

5

76.89

99.76

93.38

raw suﬃx2

tokens

5

75.28

93.82

91.09

raw suﬃx2

tagged 10

76.50

99.84

91.09

Craw suﬃx2

tokens

5

75.66

94.27

89.98

Craw suﬃx2

tagged

5

76.65

99.76

89.98

raw noCC

tokens

1

75.23

93.29

92.73

raw noCC

tagged

1

76.95

99.36

92.73

Craw suﬃx2 noCC

tokens

1

75.73

94.68

88.86

Craw suﬃx2 noCC

tagged 10

76.60

99.87

88.86

Clemma pos

tokens

5

75.76

96.27

93.32

Clemma pos

tagged

5

75.90

99.87

93.32

lemma pos suﬃx2

tokens

5

75.64

96.46

91.63

lemma pos suﬃx2

tagged

5

75.93

99.85

91.63

Clemma pos suﬃx2

tokens 10

75.82

96.69

90.54

Clemma pos suﬃx2

tagged 10

75.93

99.88

90.54

lemma pos noCC

tokens

72.49

93.33

94.04

lemma pos noCC

1

tagged

1

75.81

93.32

94.04

Clemma pos suﬃx2 noCC tokens

1

75.00

95.23

90.53

Clemma pos suﬃx2 noCC tagged

1

75.91

99.83

90.53

For Berkeley there are some similar trends (see Table 4), including the steep
decline in lemma pos performance when noCC is included. Although we are
able to improve results over the Berkeley baselines, the increase in performance
is around .3% absolute for gold tags and .6% for parser-internal tagging, although
there is signiﬁcantly less variation between settings.
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Discussion

There is no direct correlation between lexicon reduction and parser performance.
Clearly, reducing the lexicon helps performance, but it is not the case that the
largest reduction results in the best performance. As discussed in Sect. 2, previous research has yielded strategies that have improved performance in other
languages, such as lemmatization, but these do not beneﬁt German to the same
extent. This suggests that for German, simply reducing the lexicon is not enough,
rather certain linguistic information, particularly at the morphological level, may
need to be retained for certain word classes to help resolve errors.
A break-down of the most frequent UNK tokens is presented in Tables 5 and
6 extracted from the Craw suﬃx2 noCC data from the train and dev set respectively. For some suﬃxes, NNs are either the only tag or represent almost all
Table 5. Top 10 UNK in raw train
UNK type Count Top 3 POS categories
CUNK en 897

NN (836)

NE (36)

ADJA (15)

UNK en

624

ADJA (279) VVINF (134) VVFIN (89)

CUNK er

429

NN (332)

NE (72)

ADJA (22)

CUNK ng 255

NN (231)

NE (23)

ADJA (1)

CUNK te

127

NN (115)

ADJA (8)

NE (3)

CUNK es

112

NN (86)

NE (18)

ADJA (7)
NN (7)

CUNK rn 110

NN (110)

UNK er

108

ADJA (79)

ADJD (18)

CUNK in

106

NN (69)

NE (37)

CUNK el

103

NN (74)

NE (27)

PITA (1)

Table 6. Top 10 UNK in raw Dev
UNK type Count Top 3 POS categories
CUNK en 884

NN (795)

NE (32)

VVPP (6)

CUNK er

515

NN (351)

NE (123)

ADJA (34)

UNK en

462

ADJA (185) VVINF (122) VVFIN (82)

CUNK ng 265

NN (253)

NE (10)

CUNK te

FM/ADJD (1)

174

NN (166)

NE (4)

ADJA (4)

CUNK rn 108

NN (103)

NE (3)

ADV (2)

CUNK ft

101

NN (95)

NE (6)

UNK er

94

ADJA (68)

ADJD (17)

NN (6)

CUNK es

91

NN (74)

NE (11)

ADJA (6)

UNK te

89

VVFIN (49) ADJA (38)

ADV/NN (1)
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words in the signature. This can most likely be attributed to German orthography, where all nouns, both common and proper, are capitalized. From a syntactic
perspective, they behave similarly, even though they may have diﬀerent POS tags
with NN being a common noun and NE being a proper noun. Results indicate
this is perhaps the single most important signature, especially given German’s
notorious ability to generate new compounds words, many of which will seldom
be seen.
The consistency between the types of UNK found between the two sets is
indicative of why the suﬃx information is pertinent, as, although none of the
words have a corresponding cluster ID, their POS tag and suﬃx information
allow more unknown words to be grouped together for better probabilistic emissions. From a simple lexicon perspective, such a grouping of words should allow
for better probabilistic modeling due to an increase in frequency.
However, the distinction between adjectives and verbs is a point that could
use more reﬁned signature diﬀerences, which is most evident with the UNK en
signature which handle words ending in en. Linguistically the intermingling
makes sense as inﬁnitive verbs will end in -en 6 while strong adjective endings will also have the same ending. Obtaining morphological characteristics
of this UNK type, either case or person information, may resolve this overlap
and improve performance as adjective and verbs exhibit syntactically diﬀerent
behaviors. However, past participles can behave similarly to adjectives when
used as such, which may also inﬂuence the coalescence in this unknown type.
Further exploration of the POS tags and larger groups of the UNK words will
allow for a better understanding of how the parsers choose to tag these words
and whether they align consistently with provided tags as well as the linguistic
characteristics of the true word.
5.1

External POS Tagger

We also examined the interaction between using an external POS tagger trained
on the same data set, but with its own rare and unknown word probabilistic
model on parsing performance. We trained the TnT tagger (Brants 2000) on the
Craw suﬃx2 noCC and Clemma pos training sets and tagged the development
sets respectively. TnT is a language-independent HMM tagger that employs
multiple smoothing techniques using linear interpolation and handles unknown
words using suﬃx information. The predicted tags were used as input for both
Lorg and Berkeley, results of which are presented in Table 7. Using the TnT tags
with the Berkeley parser are extremely similar to results with Berkeley-internal
tagging, consistent with the ﬁndings of Maier et al. (2014). However, this may be
attributed to the fact that both use smoothing within their probabilistic models
and simply converge to a similar outcome. However, the results for Lorg are worse
than those seen in Table 3. This is good evidence that the smoothing techniques
used to generate tags by TnT directly conﬂict with the preferred tags generated
by simple lexicon grammar model of Lorg and is ultimately detrimental to its
6

or “-n” in many cases.
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performance. This motivates that a closer examination between the interaction
of diﬀerent methods of both unknown word handling among not just among
parsers, but also this interaction between parsers and POS taggers in a pipeline
approach. Diﬀerent tools in the pipeline handle unknown words diﬀerently and
the chosen methods will inﬂuence the interactions between tools in the pipeline,
impacting performance.
Table 7. TnT results
Token type

5.2

System

F-Score POS Acc.

Craw suﬃx2 noCC TnT
n/a
Lorg w/TnT Tags
74.62
Berkeley w/TnT Tags 75.70

94.43
94.28
94.65

Clemma pos

96.66
96.26
96.26

TnT
n/a
Lorg w/TnT Tags
76.03
Berkeley w/TnT Tags 75.56

Number of Clusters

In order to examine how much the impact on the number of clusters has on
the performance of the simple lexicon, we performed a set of experiments with
Lorg where we used an unknown threshold of 1 for both Craw suﬃx2 noCC
and Clemma pos on parser-internal tagging, presented in Table 8. We chose our
initial clustering parameters based on what has been a standard approach, but
determining the optimal clustering size is not intuitive and requires extensive
experimentation (see Derczynski et al. (2015)), as which clusters are splitting and
which are combined when the number of clusters size is changed cannot be determined beforehand. The results indicate little variation between the cluster sizes,
with 800 being optimal for the raw clusters and 1000 for the lemma pos clusters. Interestingly, as the cluster sizes increase, the POS accuracy also increases,
although the parsing performance does not. Changing the number of clusters
will not increase the overall coverage, but simply alter the learned probabilities of the words already covered. Experiments by Dakota (2016) noted that
although a minimum frequency of 100 may cover almost 90% of the tokens,
it only covers roughly 30% of the actual token types in the TüBa-D/Z treebank (Telljohann et al. 2015). Reducing the minimum frequency to 3 ultimately
yielded the best results for the creation of data-driven POS tags. Changing the
minimum frequency a word must appear to be clustered will thus require optimal cluster sizes to be determined anew. Furthermore, when not replacing closed
class words (noCC ), a more in-depth evaluation is needed to see which cluster
IDs (and by extension which types of words) are most prevalent and which are
not. This will allow a better understanding of which types of words are being
covered and excluded, but will naturally be inﬂuenced by any adjustment to the
minimum frequency during the clustering process.
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Table 8. Diﬀerent cluster sizes
Token type

6

Cluster size F-score POS Acc.

Craw suﬃx2 noCC 500
800
1000
1500
2000

76.48
76.65
76.57
76.60
76.45

94.06
94.64
94.93
95.12
95.22

Clemma pos

76.67
76.78
76.86
76.81
76.66

95.73
96.37
96.54
96.72
96.87

500
800
1000
1500
2000

Conclusion and Future Work

We have shown that there is an intricate interaction between reducing data
sparsity and the handling of unknown words. Better understanding this interaction allowed us to increase parser performance over our baselines, with best
results obtained by using Brown clusters created from a combination capitalization and lemma pos information. Although smoothing helps create better generalized models, it biases itself against the handling of rare and unknown words,
which is in line with previous work examining such interactions within a PCFGLA framework (Huang and Harper 2009, 2011). This technique has somewhat
unexpected eﬀects as although it helps with data sparsity, it results in lower performance. We were able to achieve maximum results when using a simple lexicon
model for unknown word handling, as the simplistic division of the probability
mass allowed us to better exploit the clustering of data through cluster IDs and
word signatures without the bias against seldom seen word types.
There are a number of interacting variables that occur in the process of
reducing data sparsity, each requiring an extensive in-depth evaluation to better
understand how a modiﬁcation or implementation to solve one aspect directly
positively or negatively impacts another aspect. Future work will examine what
linguistic information can be exploited on diﬀerent word classes as well as exploring cluster granularity. There is a balance between the reduction of data sparsity
and the need to create generalized enough models, the interaction of which is an
area worth further exploration, particularly for MRLs; which consistently present
such challenges. We will also examine whether the minimum frequencies during
the clustering process can help reduce the number of unknown words further
while adjusting the cluster numbers, to compensate for too much of an increase.
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